[Pediatric aspects of success and failure of anti-D-prophylaxis].
During the last 10 years 485 exchange transfusions have been performed in the Children's Hospital of the City of Vienna--Glanzing, about 25% for rhesus immunization. While the frequency of exchange transfusions due to hyperbilirubinaemia and ABO incompatibility could be reduced by 90% by phototherapy and phenobarbital prophylaxis, only 55% reduction was observed in connection with rhesus immunization. Anti-D prophylaxis after the 1. pregnancy had only been carried out in 5 mothers (seen as secunda or multi para). In the 221 cases where exchange transfusion became necessary, 196 mothers of these children never had anti-D prophylaxis. This corresponds to 98%. There were 126 women with multiple pregnancies without abortion and 70 mothers, where anti-D prophylaxis had not been carried out after abortion. Consequently anti-D prophylaxis, especially including abortions both natural and induced, could substantially reduce the number of rhesus-sensitized newborns, requiring exchange transfusion.